Need to contact me?  
724-1466, ext. 2049  
matthewsd@pcsb.org

Classroom Lessons
Did you know that all classroom lessons are based on Florida School Counseling Standards? This month, lessons were taught in kindergarten, 1st, and 2nd grade. The focus was demonstrating acceptance and respect for self and others. Students read:  K-The Crayon Box that Talked; 1st -Zink the Zebra; 2nd- The Sneetches. Students then completed an extension activity to reinforce this topic. Lessons for students in 3rd, 4th, and 5th will take place in March.

5th grade families:  
Be on the lookout for middle school course selection sheets going home with students early in March!

Character Trait of the Month - Tolerance  
Respecting the individual differences, views, and beliefs of others.
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